suggested by Miller and Shaw (2001) . This trend is problematic, because improving system efficiency and effectiveness are central to enhancing transit and increasing utilization. Indeed, forecasts, and ultimately service provision, may be compromised if models are implemented incorrectly, and unnecessary error due to spatial representation is permitted to propagate into transportation analyses (Miller, 1999) . This paper addresses spatial representation issues in bus-oriented transit planning. We begin by reviewing how GIS has been used in transportation modeling and transit analysis. Next, we analyze a transit system in a small urban municipality to explore the effects of geographic representation on service-area estimation. We investigate how variations in the representation of transit demand, the spatial depiction of the transit system (that is, point versus line), and method of measuring distance between transitsupply features affect service-area estimates. Our analysis illustrates the potential for scale and representation effects on estimates of potential service population derived from aggregate information. Finally, a discussion and conclusions are provided.
Background

Representation and transport modeling
Spatial representation is of increasing importance as transportation studies take advantage of digital data, spatial analysis techniques, and GIS (Miller, 1999) . Adoption of these technologies by transport planners and professionals is part of a larger trend in GIS applications in transportation, or what has been called GIS-T (Miller and Shaw, 2001; Thill, 2000) . GIS/GIS-T has opened new possibilities for the way in which transportation problems can be approached (Prastacos, 1991) . Analysts now have more flexibility as to how transit system elements will be represented digitally in GIS/GIS-T. As Miller (1999) suggests, such choices may have bearing on research outcomes and should be explored in greater detail.
Recent geographic research has considered representation issues with respect to modeling in a GIS environment. Miller (1996) and Murray and O'Kelly (2002) examine theoretical aspects of representation of spatial phenomena in a digital environment. Miller (1996) discusses geometric issues associated with facility-location problems, arguing that simple point-based representations do not accurately reflect the range of spatial objects that are managed in GIS. Murray and O'Kelly (2002) extend this reasoning by demonstrating that model results exhibit sensitivity to how demand for service is represented digitally, focusing on coverage models in location analysis.
Scale is an important component of spatial representation, especially because many transportation models are based on aggregate or zonal data. In fact, transit models of stop placement, ridership estimation, and route design are typically developed using aggregate data, where zones are utilized to represent the spatial locations of potential patrons. Analysts' decisions regarding the zoning system used have been shown to impact study findings (see Fotheringham and Wong, 1991; Horner and Murray, 2002; Miller and Shaw, 2001) , though not all analytical approaches are sensitive to such effects (see Murray and Gottsegen, 1997) .
This phenomenon has been widely explored in the literature and is known as the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) (Fotheringham and Wong, 1991; Horner and Murray, 2002) . The MAUP can potentially affect GIS-based analyses in two ways. One is in terms of scale, where analysis may be sensitive to the number of units employed to represent a geographic region. The other effect follows from unit configuration, where the arrangement of units may influence results. Despite the fact that many types of transportation study depend on zonal data, limited attention has been given to the MAUP in general transport modeling (Miller, 1999) . Recent work by Zhao and Kockelman (2002) investigates error propagation through the traditional four-step travel demand modeling process. They explore how errors made early in trip generation affect later estimates of network flow, but do not address spatial issues in the modeling sequence. Other research by Chang et al (2002) does, however, focus on scale effects in the fourstep process, though inquiry is limited to examining how zone size affects traffic assignment in a statewide travel demand model. Chang et al (2002) report fluctuations in network-assignment results based on areal unit scale changes, but do not address unit-configuration effects on travel demand modeling. Earlier work by Crevo (1991) describes an updating method whereby larger zones are systematically partitioned into smaller zones if they experience large population and land-use changes over time.
To demonstrate the viability of the method, Crevo (1991) performs traffic assignment using a nine-zone system as input. This result is then compared with an assignment run on twenty-three zones (the original nine are subdivided by using a partitioning methodology), and there are no significant differences found in assigned link volumes. This seemingly suggests the absence of scale effects, which counters intuition based on the MAUP literature. However, one could argue that perhaps an insufficient number of tests were conducted by Crevo (1991) to conclude any general relationship, as considering a larger set of zones or choosing an alternative representation of demand could have produced alternative findings, at least in the context of traffic assignment.
Clearly, representation and scale effects are important considerations in traditional transportation modeling because they may affect research outcomes. Furthermore, representation is also critical in GIS-based transit studies and should be examined in detail.
Service standards, GIS, and bus transit modeling
The notion of a service standard is central to most GIS-based transit studies. Typically, people are assumed to be served by bus transit if they are within 0.25 miles (400 m) of either a route or stop (Murray, 2001; Peng et al, 1997; Ramirez and Seneviratne, 1996) . Service standards can be implemented in GIS in order to delineate the geographic locations served by transit. One way this may be accomplished is by creating buffers, or bands, of equal extent around transit features based on Euclidean (straight-line) distance (see Fotheringham et al, 2000) . In this case, GIS is used to draw a circular buffer around the bus stop and the area within the buffer is assumed served. A second means of operationalizing service standards in GIS to determine coverage involves using a street network over which distances or travel times are measured. In this case, travel to transit is limited to the local street network, and only those locations within the service standard are deemed to have suitable access to transit.
There are many recent examples of GIS-based research focusing on transit systems. However, problems and inconsistencies exist with what has been done to date, particularly in the context of better understanding data representation and modeling issues. Nyerges (1995) examined the role of GIS in regional public transit, looking at transit access in the greater Seattle area and implementing route-level buffers of 0.25 mile. Other work by O'Sullivan et al (2000) illustrates the accessibility of transit stops within a network. The extent of personal accessibility is represented as the set of points reachable from a given origin within a predetermined time frame, though the opportunities available within the generated buffers are not used to quantify access objectively. Peng et al (1997) design a route-level ridership-forecasting model. Route segments are buffered using 0.25-mile bands to represent geographic locations served by transit. Commensurate with other studies, population located within the generated buffer is assumed accessible to transit. A major focus of Peng et al (1997) is accounting for interroute relationships and the ways routes might complement or compete with one another for ridership. Unfortunately what is unknown is whether using bus stops, as opposed to routes, as the basis for the buffering operation would have made a difference in the regression model results. Murray et al (1998) investigate the sensitivity of transit service coverage estimates to changes in the 0.25 mile distance standard in Brisbane, Australia. Given the existing configuration of the transit system, analysis showed that the 0.25 mile service standard would have to be increased substantially (by more than a factor of 10) in order to achieve a local planning goal of 90% residential coverage. In an extension to this work, Murray (2001) proposes a method of improving regional transport coverage through modifications to the current configuration of bus stops. Service-area extents are estimated and a coverage model applied to assess the degree of redundancy in existing transit-stop placement. Zones are deemed served by a stop if they are located within a fixed distance of a stop (that is, fall within a stop buffer). Sanchez (1999) develops a regression model relating the availability of transit service to people's employment duration. In this model, residential locations are taken to be the block group centroid, and Euclidean distances to the nearest bus stop proxy transit accessibility. Interestingly, Sanchez suggests that network distances between centroids and stops could be used in place of the Euclidean metric, but does not implement this techniques because of a belief that the two methods will return similar results due to the relatively high density of stops in the study area.
Approaches used in the aforementioned examples suggest that there is no common means of service-area estimation in transit studies. Still, studies that depend on estimates of area or population served face three basic questions involving spatial representation. First, which geographic features should represent access to the transit system? That is, should stops, routes, or some other geography be the basis for estimating service areas? Second, what is the appropriate unit of analysis (that is, scale) for representing travel demand? In other words, once service areas have been established, should census tracts, block groups, or some other geography serve as the basis for the location of population served or potential ridership? Furthermore, should these be represented as points (centroids) or as areal units (polygons)? Third, how do alternative measures of spatial separation between transit supply features and patron demand (for example, Euclidean or street network) influence estimates of service coverage?
Basic research is needed to analyze how representation of transit entities (for example, routes versus stops), scale of input data, distance metrics, and estimation methods interact with one another when performing service-area assessment in a GIS environment. There has been limited study of spatial representation effects when though researchers are increasingly modeling transportation problems in GIS (Miller, 1999) . This is all the more important given that service-area estimation is integral to most transit modeling. Peng and Dueker (1993; , O'Neil (1995) , and Murray et al (1998) discuss spatial issues relevant to transit system modeling in GIS. This work provides background and preliminary empirical study of linkages between scale and service area estimation. Peng and Dueker (1993; carry out analysis on bus routes, assuming that service may be accessed at any point along a route. In contrast, Murray et al (1998) evaluate alternative interpretations of stop-level coverage, but do not examine scale or representation issues. Virtually no work has looked at alternative distance metrics in transit-access studies. As an exception, O'Neill (1995) applies a network-based method of determining service coverage, but limits analysis to only one resolution of census data. To date there has not been any comprehensive assessment of service access interpretation or scale significance in transit-accessibility modeling.
Potential service-area representation error
To understand potential sources of representation error better, we illustrate the common task of service-area estimation for a single route. We compare Euclidean-based service areas generated for routes versus stops as would be done using GIS. Suppose there are two stops, a and b, at a fixed distance d from one another. Further, the extent of the buffer around each stop is of fixed length r. For simplicity let the route from stop a to stop b be a straight line. Consider the following cases depicted in figure 1.
Case 1: d 0 Stop buffers: If the distance between two stops is zero, then the stops occupy the same point and the service-coverage area (C s ) is simply equal to the area of a circle:
Route buffers: If the distance between two endpoints (stops) is zero, then the endpoints occupy the same point and the service-coverage area (C r ) is equal to the area of a circle, as in equation (1). Thus, C s C r . Although case 1 is trivial, it is an instance where the route-buffer and stop-buffer operations return identical geographical service areas.
Case 2: d 5 2r Stop buffers: If the distance between the two stops is at least twice the fixed service buffer radius, r, then the coverage area is equal to the summed area of the two circles: Transit service assessmentRoute buffers: If the distance between the two stops is at least twice the fixed buffer radius, r, then the coverage area is derived from the contribution of two half circles at each end of the line and a rectangle of area 2rd joining them:
For fixed values of r and d 5 2r, the route-buffer estimate C r will always be larger than the stop-buffer estimate C s in this case.
Case 3: 0`d`2r Stop buffers: If the distance between stops is short enough that the generated buffers overlap, then the coverage extent is equal to the sum of the area of both circles minus the overlapping area:
Route buffers: C r as defined in equation (3) handles this case appropriately. Similar to case 2, the route buffer C r will always cover a larger extent than the stop buffer C s for 0`d`2r. This is clearly evident in figure 1. Given this, service areas generated for stops will always differ from those created for routes. Further, C s 4 C r for all cases, and C s`Cr when d b 0.
Leaving our simplified example, what do these spatial representation issues mean for assessing coverage at the urban scale, where the transit analyst may deal with several thousand stops and hundreds of routes simultaneously? When service-area geographies produced by buffered routes as opposed to buffered stops are compared for an entire system, there would undoubtedly be major differences in identified service coverage. Furthermore, when estimating the population served by transit, choice of buffering approach is not the only consideration. The representation of population is also important in terms of the level of aggregation used to represent potential ridership. Again, spatial model results may vary with scale and unit definition, as detailed in Fotheringham and Wong (1991) , Miller (1999) . Additionally, there are numerous GIS-based approaches that may be used to assess demand within buffers (for example, areal interpolation, centroid coverage, etc), and the conceptualization of spatial separation need not be restricted to the straightline distances between transit supply and demand. These selection parameters are flexible and interact with one another. As a result, there is a need to examine them in greater detail in order to understand their potential impact.
Data and methods
We investigate spatial representation in bus-transit studies by focusing on Upper Arlington, a small suburban municipality near the city of Columbus, Ohio. The greater Columbus area has experienced a great deal of growth over the past decade and is seeking ways of improving regional transit service (Horner and Grubesic, 2001 ). Upper Arlington is less than a 10-minute commute to downtown Columbus. The 2000 Census indicates that the population of Upper Arlington is 34 239. The Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) provides transit service to Upper Arlington and its coverage area is greater Columbus, including its neighboring suburban areas within Franklin County.
Information on the locations of bus stops and routes for Upper Arlington were provided by COTA for this analysis. Census information for Upper Arlington was also utilized. Three levels of aggregation (census tracts, block groups, and blocks) with total population were considered. Block level population and transit route structure are shown in figure 2, as is the configuration of tracts and block groups for comparison purposes. There are 277 unique stops in Upper Arlington. Blocks are the most detailed geography and tracts are the least detailed. Any of the three census levels is disaggregate enough that an analyst might consider utilizing them for a GIS-based transit study (Wu, 2003) .
Euclidean-distance coverage
TransCAD GIS version 4.0 (Caliper Corp., Newton, MA) was used to manage, update, display, and model information in this study. The buffering feature in TransCAD generates bands around transit features of some fixed distance. We chose a distance of 0.25 mile (400 m) to represent suitable coverage, as this standard is prevalent in the literature because it is considered a reasonable walking distance to access transit facilities (Murray et al, 1998) . Transit-stop locations (points) and routes (lines) are both buffered by applying the 0.25-mile criterion, as shown in figure 3 (over), to generate service areas. Once service areas have been created, TransCAD is used to extract population-coverage estimates from underlying census geography by determining the population served within the associated polygon. Four different techniques are used to complete this task. One is to reclassify each zone as a point layer (from its native polygon layer) by taking the geometric centroid of each area. Then, if a given centroid falls within the bounds of the created buffer, the corresponding census unit is considered served. The second is areal interpolation which involves a polygon overlay and intersection (see Burrough and McDonell, 1998; Goodchild et al, 1993; Sadahiro, 1999) . Here, the proportion of the areal unit that lies within a given buffer is the basis Transit service assessmentfor population estimation. If, for example, a buffer covers 50% of a particular census geographic area, then 50% of its population is considered served by the corresponding transit feature. This method typically assumes that the distribution of population is homogeneous within each census areal unit. A third, more rudimentary, approach for determining population served is one where a census unit polygon must fall entirely within the bound of the generated buffer for its demand to be considered covered. A fourth method is essentially a relaxation of the third, in which a census unit may be touching or contained in the transit buffer to be considered covered. This method provides the most generous estimate of coverage.
Network distance coverage
Assessment of network-based coverage was also conducted by using TransCAD. Street centerlines were extracted for Upper Arlington from census/Tiger files for 2000. Bus stops and routes in Upper Arlington were represented as points and polylines, respectively. Blocks, block groups, and tract locations were represented by their centroids in the network-based analysis.
To determine network-based coverage, transit supply (stops and routes) and patrondemand locations (blocks, block groups, and tracts) had to be physically`connected' to the network. Depending on the user's choice, the new node may be connected to the nearest network link (arc) or to an existing node in the network. In this research we estimated coverage using both approaches. Given a fully connected network, coverage assessment is performed by solving and processing a series of shortest path problems (for details on the shortest path problem see Bazaraa et al, 1990 ). The network-based strategy detailed above for determining transit service coverage is fundamentally different from the aforementioned Euclidean approach, and is not frequently utilized in research applications. Work by O'Neill (1995) is similar to this network-based approach in the sense that it restricts coverage to distance measured over a network, but demand in a given polygon is uniformly allocated to street segments within it. That is, if a given polygon contains 10 street segments and has a population of 10 people, then each link is assumed to have a demand of 1 person. Then the number of links within the distance standard of the transit feature is assumed to be`served' and their populations are summed. Although this is an interesting means of incorporating network data, the assumption of uniform population distribution along streets is arbitrary.
Results
Euclidean-based analysis of routes, stops, and representation
Buffers of 0.25 mile were generated both around routes and around stops in order to produce a comparative assessment of transit service in Upper Arlington (see figure 3) . Notice that C r b C s here as the route coverage includes that of the stops as well as additional areas. Three census geographies are considered for estimating service-area population. Point-in-polygon estimation based on centroids, areal interpolation, and the two areal selection methods are performed (`units within' and`units touching or contained'). Results are given in tables 1 and 2.
As shown in the tables, the span of coverage estimates across all trials ranged from 0% to 100%. The two areal selection methods produced the extreme cases of estimates. In trials where coverage was determined based on areal units falling entirely within the service area, resultant coverage estimates were conservative. Indeed, with respect to the tract-level data, the aggregate nature of these units is such that they are too large to fit entirely within either of the transit-service areas, and 0% coverage is computed. At the other end of the spectrum, service-area coverage based on areal units touching or contained in the buffer severely overestimated coverage. In three of the six trials all of Upper Arlington's population is deemed served by transit facilities. Given the unrealistic nature of the results generated by these two approaches, the remainder of this section focuses on centroid and areal interpolation coverage. The estimated ridership covered using areal interpolation and the centroid method ranged from a low of about 67% (22 942 persons) to a high of 86.50% (29 616 persons) depending on the scale, estimation method, and feature buffered to generate service areas. This is an absolute difference of around 6700 persons, or roughly 20% of Upper Arlington's total population. Although it is difficult to know the actual percentage of population covered, estimates based on blocks are the most disaggregate and represent most closely the true population adequately served (Peng and Dueker, 1995) . Furthermore, buffers generated around stops represent the actual service-access region because a stop is the only point at which a potential user can board the transit system. Clearly, the most accurate estimate of population served in Upper Arlington is likely to be 77%. This estimate comes from stop-based access at the block level, using either the centroid or areal interpolation method (see table 2 ).
The results suggest that estimates of bus-transit service-area coverage are significantly affected by spatial representation and coverage interpretation. The centroid method of service-area population estimation is sensitive to scale changes in terms of the census geography used to represent demand. The range of coverage at the route level varied from about 71% (tracts) to about 87% (blocks). Similarly, the range of coverage at the stop level spanned from a low of 67% (block groups) to a high of 77% (blocks). For service areas based on routes, the areal interpolation method of service area population estimation is perhaps more stable across aggregation levels as coverage was in the range of 85%. However, assuming the most likely estimate of service coverage is 77%, interpolation for route buffers consistently overestimates service coverage. For service areas based on stops, the areal interpolation method of service area population estimation is not stable across aggregation levels. At more aggregate levels (tracts) this approach underpredicts coverage. Irrespective of interpolation technique or scale of input data, service-area population estimated at the route level is equal to or larger than the corresponding stop-level estimate.
Network-based analysis of routes, stops, and representation
Network-based analysis of access to routes and stops is also performed the Upper Arlington. Similar to the Euclidean case, three census geographies are considered for estimating service-area population. Results for the two different methods of connecting demand nodes to the network are reported. These are given in tables 3 and 4.
Restricting access to transit features by distance over the network results in a range of approximately 50% to 71% of Upper Arlington's population within the 0.25-mile Table 3 . Route-based population-coverage percentages obtained using network distance. service standard. On one hand, the spread of the network based estimates (roughly 21%) mirrors the spread in the Euclidean-based estimates using centroids (approximately 20%). On the other hand, the overall estimates of coverage are much smaller for network-based coverage as compared with Euclidean. Intuitively, restricting access to the network is a more conservative approach. In this case, however, substantially different results are obtained.
Holding connection method constant, coverage estimates generated for stops were lower than for routes. This finding it consistent with the Euclidean-based analysis, and also follows from the fact that the number of route-access points on the network outnumbers the number of stops by more than 100 (418 versus 277).
For the most part, the method by which demand nodes were connected to the network did not greatly affect the model results, although there were some differences in each case. Generally these differences were about 3%^5%. The one exception was the route-level analysis performed with census tracts representing demand locations. Here the results of the two diverged by over 12%. This is no doubt a result of the confounding effects of working with aggregate data in the trial.
5 Discussion and conclusions GIS are commonplace in contemporary urban analysis largely because of their ability to merge spatial data-handling capabilities with meaningful spatial analysis techniques and make them easily accessible to the user (O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003) . Unsurprisingly, GIS and spatial analysis techniques have found favor in transportation systems analysis owing to residents' needs for objective answers to challenging planning problems (Miller and Shaw, 2001) . As linkages between the GIS and transport communities mature, whereby new applications of GIS are introduced, users of these technologies must remain vigilant of the spatial considerations underpinning analyses. Representing realworld geographic phenomena in a GIS for spatial analysis is a fundamental concern which will challenge researchers for some time to come (Horner and O'Kelly, 2002) .
Our work extends some of these broad arguments to the specific case of transitservice-area estimation in GIS. This is an important area of inquiry because many aspects of transit-service provision are contingent on the accurate estimation of the population served, and these estimations are typically carried out with integrated GIS^spatial analysis techniques. Depending on the representation of transit entities (point versus line), demand (scale of data), estimation approach (centroid versus areal interpolation versus areal selection) and distance metric (straight line versus confined to network) we found that coverage of population ranged from a low of 0% to approximately 100%. This variation is staggering and underscores why issues of spatial representation and scale matter in transit studies. Results vary substantially when using routes as opposed to stops. Clearly, stops are the more appropriate basis for estimating coverage, because stops are the actual locations where patrons access the transit system. Thus, assuming route-based access results in a substantial overestimate of transit coverage in all cases. Of course, it may be the case in practice that stop-level data are not on hand and routes are the only available spatial information source. So, although our analysis shows it is possible to generate service coverage based on routes, our experience suggests this is not the preferred alternative. We also extended the discussion of possible sources of variation in transit-service coverage in order to account for the scenario where access travel is restricted to a network. The method is such that transit features and demand nodes are`connected' to the network and the analyst need only solve a series of shortest path problems between these`trip ends' to determine overall coverage levels. The key finding from the network-based analysis was that it consistently returned a more conservative estimate of service area coverage than the Euclidean access distances, irrespective of transit feature considered or representation of population utilized.
To summarize the results of our analysis, focusing strictly on those analyses involving Euclidean distance, the estimate of 76%^77% of Upper Arlington's population being served by COTA is likely to be the best. This was determined from stop-level buffers which, again, represent the true access points to the transit system. More specifically, the most disaggregate census units were used to depict demand (blocks) in this estimation, as were the more sophisticated estimation techniques (areal interpolation and the centroid approach). Certainly, if network techniques are utilized, thè best' estimate will be much lower. As to which distance metric is more appropriate in practice, the local planner would have insights into this issue based on what kinds of walks are actually possible from homes to transit features. Given scale sensitivities in coverage analysis, it is important to utilize disaggregate spatial information in transit studies. In theory, the most disaggregate type of data available is parcel information, but it does not often provide information on the number of residents or the number of employees for a parcel (for example, Franklin County Auditor, 2000) . In practice, the most disaggregate type of data with suitable attributes is likely to be the census block.
In conclusion, through a careful review of the literature and targeted empirical work, in this paper we have shown how spatial representation may affect the outcome of GIS-based transit studies. Past research suggests that spatial models and approaches based on aggregate data may be susceptible to the effects of scale and unit definition. Our work demonstrates how several of these issues affect service-coverage estimation in GIS-based bus-transit studies of access. It is hoped that future studies involving the use of GIS to analyze transit problems will give consideration to the notion that such research outcomes may be contingent on spatial representation and scale effects.
